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Abstract. The use of deep learning techniques to solve problems in the art world has become a challenge for research-

ers. This paper uses deep learning technology to study and analyze the generation of ancient Chinese poetry as an art 

form. The results of early methods have the following problems: the poems are not clear, the sentences are inconsistent, 

and the readability is not smooth. This paper proposes a method incorporating image features to automatically generate 

ancient Chinese poems. First, ResNet and long short-term memory are used to obtain the Chinese description from the 

given image feature. Then, the keywords from the Chinese description are extracted from the sentence containing the 

creative intent and combined into the keyword sequence and the pregeneration sequence. Finally, these sequences are 

used to constrain the length and duration of the memory network to generate ancient Chinese poetry. The proposed 

method is evaluated using a manual evaluation method. The poetry generated by our proposed method achieves good 

coherency, fluency, and meaning, resulting in a high average score, which indicates that our method is effective. Thus, 

the task of generating ancient Chinese poetry is accomplished. 

Keywords: Deep Learning, Poem Generation, Multimodel. 

1 Introduction 

The creation of Chinese poetry is not simple, and this task is even more difficult for machines than it is for people. 

Although machines have some innate advantages over people (e.g., machines have powerful computing ability that can 

be applied to the many languages that exist worldwide), true poetry has soul and conveys the poet's thoughts and wishes. 

In addition, the automatic creation of machine poetry is very weak in terms of the control of the theme, i.e., it is difficult 

to generate a poem around a unified theme [1]. 

The self-action poetry method was proposed by He et al. [2] based on statistical machine translation (SMT). This 

method of poetry generation first selects phrases related to keywords from the database under a given definition of key-

words and combines these phrases to generate the first sentence of the poem. The second sentence is generated by means 

of machine translation, as are the third and fourth sentences. The generated poems are all translated from previous poems. 

Subsequently, many methods of generating poetry based on recurrent neural networks were proposed. Among them, the 

most popular one is based on the generation method of the recurrent neural network language model (RNNLM) [3]. In 

addition, the recurrent neural network-based poem generator (RNNPG) is also famous [4]. In RNNLM, the whole poem 

is first regarded as a complete sequence, and then the neural network language model is used for parameter training and 

generation. After all, because the RNNLM is designed for generalization, it is very suitable for the processing of long 

context information [5]. 

Although the traditional method of poetry generation has achieved certain results, this method still has many problems: 

(1) With the generation of poetry, the meaning of verses gradually deviates from the keyword framework [1]; only 

the first sentence reflects the intended meaning, while the other sentences may be meaningless and unrecognizable. 

(2) Due to the limitations of the method, only certain keywords can be provided to generate verses, and the process 

of a human writing poetry cannot be realistically simulated. 

(3) Some sentences lack coherent transitions, and the expression of the latter sentence may contradict the expression 

of the previous sentence. 

In short, the traditional method of poetry generation raises many questions worth considering and provides a compa-

rable object for our proposed generation method, CharNIC. 

2 Methods 

2.1 Overview 

This paper, in view of the existing problems of the traditional method, proposes a new method called CharNIC, which 

generates poetry based on image features. CharNIC uses the structure of deep neural networks combined with image 

features to generate poetry. The greatest advantages of the proposed method over the traditional method are the use of 
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image-to-Chinese description modules, the use of pregeneration methods for feature information, the use of regular pre-

generation templates, and the use of keyword sequences. Due to the influence of the experimental training set, our method 

can be divided into three parts: the image-to-Chinese description module, the keyword sequence and pregeneration se-

quence generation module, and the poetry generation module. The whole process is shown in Fig. 1. 
Image

NIC Chinese discription

Key word sequence
Pre-training sequence

Cycle 
processing

CharRNN LSTM

Chinese poem：

花下坐吹箫，
Sitting under the flowers and playing

夜半不见家。
Not at home in the middle of the night

美人一顾尊，
Looking back at the beauty face

清风吹上葩。
The breeze is blowing flowers

The sky is pale and 
the white dew is 
frost. The so-

called Iraqi people 
are on the water 

side.

 

Fig. 1. An illustration of CharNIC. 

2.2 The Image-to-Chinese Description Module 

In the image-to-Chinese description module, this article uses pretrained ResNet to extract the feature vector of the image. 

 𝑥′ = 𝑊𝑅[𝑅𝑒𝑠𝑁𝑒𝑡(𝐼)]                                                      (1) 

𝑅𝑒𝑠𝑁𝑒𝑡(𝐼) is a 2048-dimensional image feature vector, 𝑊𝑅  is the weight coefficient of the fully connected layer, and 

𝑥′is a 256-dimensional feature vector over a fully connected network. The Chinese description of the image is also mapped 

to a vector of the same dimension. 

 𝑥𝑡 = 𝑊𝐸𝑉ｄ𝑡    𝑡 ∈ (1, … , 𝑁)                                                          (2) 

𝑊𝐸  is the embedding layer weight coefficient, 𝑉ｄ𝑡  is the 𝑡-th word in the Chinese description, the sentence consists of 

𝑁 words, and 𝑥𝑡 is a 256-dimensional semantic feature vector. 

After obtaining the feature vector 𝑋 = {𝑥0 = 𝑥′, 𝑥1, 𝑥2, … , 𝑥𝑡 , … , 𝑥𝑁} of the image and the sentence with the Chinese 

description, we use the long short-term memory (LSTM) network to obtain the dependencies between them. 

 𝑦𝑡 = 𝐿𝑆𝑇𝑀𝜃(𝑥𝑡 , ℎ𝑡 , 𝑐𝑡)   𝑡 ∈ (0, … , 𝑁)                                                      (3) 

𝐿𝑆𝑇𝑀𝜃(𝑥𝑡 , ℎ𝑡 , 𝑐𝑡) indicates that LSTM is used to obtain the hidden state relationship between 𝑋, and 𝜃 indicates the 

training parameters of LSTM. When 𝑡 = 0, 𝑥0 = 𝑥′ and ℎ0 represents the initial hidden state of the network, while 𝑐0 

indicates the initial memory unit status of the network. 𝑦𝑡  is the probability distribution of the resulting prediction. 

𝑙𝑜𝑠𝑠(𝑦𝑡 , 𝑥𝑡+1) = − log (
exp(𝑥𝑡+1)

∑ exp(𝑦𝑡)𝑁
0

) 

                                                                                          = −𝑥𝑡+1 + log(∑ exp(𝑦𝑡)𝑁
0 )                                                        (4) 

We use cross-entropy loss to update the LSTM parameters. The process shown in Fig. 2. 𝑥𝑡+1 is “</EOS>”. 
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Fig. 2. An illustration of the image-to-Chinese description module. 

2.3 The Keyword Sequence and Pregeneration Sequence Generation Module 

The steps of synthesizing the keyword sequence are shown in Fig. 3: 

(1) First, we delete the Chinese characters that have not appeared in the poetry dataset. 

(2) Then, keyword extraction based on the TextRank algorithm [6, 7] and keyword selection based on the term 

frequency inverse document frequency (TF-IDF) algorithm are performed, and only noun keywords are filtered 

this time. 

(3) Finally, the keywords extracted by the two algorithms are serialized into a sequence, and the repeated word 

selection and the stop word removal are performed on the sequence to obtain the keyword sequence required by 

the subsequent steps. The stop word list used in this experiment was compiled by the Colleges and Universities 

in Yunnan Minority Language Information Processing Research Center. This list mainly includes vocabulary 

words such as "了", "着", and "在", modal particles such as "呢", "啊", and "呐" and Chinese characters that are 

not commonly used. 

The synthesis process of the pregeneration sequence is complicated. This article uses two methods of generating a 

pregeneration sequence: 

(1) The first method is simple. It is a way of generating loops. The process is as follows. First, we use the TextRank 

algorithm to extract the noun and verb keywords. Next, we use the TF-IDF algorithm to select keywords for the 

nouns and verbs. Then, the keywords extracted by the two algorithms are spliced according to part of speech, i.e., 

the noun extracted by the TextRank algorithm is combined with the noun extracted by the TF-IDF algorithm, and 

the verb extracted by the TextRank algorithm is combined with the verb extracted by the TF-IDF algorithm. In 

this way, we obtain a noun sequence and a verb sequence. Finally, if the noun sequence is in front, the verb 

sequence is spliced together in the same order, and several cycles are performed. Clearly, the final pregeneration 

sequence must match the length of the verse. The specific process is shown in Fig. 4.  
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Fig. 3. Keyword sequence extraction. 

 

Fig. 4. Cycle generation method of the pre-generation sequence. 
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(2) The second method is much more complicated than the first method. However, the first step of the second 

method, i.e., the beginning of the synthesis of the noun sequence and the verb sequence, is the same as the first 

step of the previously described method. The subsequent steps are not the same. Instead, we arrange and combine 

the obtained noun and verb sequences according to the poetry structures of five-character and seven-character 

poems. The specific arrangement and combination law are shown in Fig. 5. After all, in ancient Chinese literature, 

every Chinese character is a word. 

 

Fig. 5. Regular cycle generation template for pregeneration sequence. 

2.4 The Chinese Poetry Generation Module 

In the generation module of the defined sequence, we generate the keyword sequence 𝑐𝑘 and the pregeneration sequence 

𝑐𝑚 as needed. Then, we use these sequences to generate poetry. The generation process is as follows: 

 𝑥𝑡′
′ = 𝑊𝐸

′𝑉
𝑝𝑡′

  𝑡′ ∈ (1, … , 𝑀)                                         (5) 

𝑊𝐸 ′ is the embedding layer weight coefficient, 𝑉𝑝𝑡′ is the 𝑡′-th word in the Chinese description, the sentence consists 

of  𝑀 words, and 𝑥𝑡′
′  is the 128-dimensional semantic feature vector. 

              𝑦𝑡′
′ = 𝐿𝑆𝑇𝑀𝜑(𝑥𝑡′

′ , ℎ𝑡′
′ , 𝑐𝑡′

′ )     𝑡′ ∈ (0, … , 𝑀)            (6) 

𝐿𝑆𝑇𝑀𝜑(𝑥𝑡′
′ , ℎ𝑡′

′ , 𝑐𝑡′
′ ) indicates that LSTM is used to obtain the hidden state relationship between 𝑥𝑡′

′  and ℎ𝑡′
′ , and 𝜑 

and represents the training parameters for poetry generation with LSTM. When generating a poem with a pregeneration 

sequence, 𝑥0
′  is provided by the pregeneration sequence, and ℎ0

′  and 𝑐0
′  are the hidden layer state and memory unit state 

after the network is pregenerated; when both the pregeneration sequence and the keyword sequence are used, 𝑥𝑡′
′  required 

for the text at the beginning of the verse is provided by the keyword sequence. The training method of the LSTM model 

5-char poem：

Noun noun verb noun noun.

Noun noun verb verb verb.
Verb verb verb noun noun,
Noun noun verb noun noun.

7-char poem：

Noun noun noun noun verb noun noun,
Noun noun verb verb noun noun verb.
Noun noun verb noun noun verb verb,
Noun noun verb verb verb noun noun.
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that generates poetry still uses the cross-entropy function. The process of pregeneration is shown in Fig. 6. As shown in 

Fig. 7, we use keyword sequences to focus the poem-generating process. 

Hidden state

花
flower
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下
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吹
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Hidden state

...
...

... 花
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Fig. 6. An illustration of pregeneration processing. 

 

花下坐吹箫
Sitting under the flowers and playing

夜半不见家
Not at home in the middle of the night

美人一顾尊
Looking back at the beauty face

清风吹上葩
The breeze is blowing flowersy

花
flower

夜
night

人
beauty

风
breeze

Key words sequence：
花；

flower,

夜；
night,

人；
beauty,

风。
breeze.

 

Fig. 7. Poetry generation under keyword sequence constraints. 
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3 Experiments 

3.1 Dataset 

The dataset used for image description is usually MS COCO, but this dataset uses the English corpus and does not meet 

the requirements of the Chinese task. Therefore, in this article, we will use the dataset [8] of the "Image Chinese Descrip-

tion" task used in the AI Challenger competition held from September to December 2017 to implement a neural network 

that can be described. Each picture given in these dataset will have five Chinese descriptions. Compared with the English 

datasets common to similar scientific research tasks, Chinese descriptions are usually more flexible in syntax and lexicon. 

The dataset contains 210,000 pictures and 1.05 million sentences in Chinese. Of course, in these descriptions, the length 

of each sentence description is different and thus requires preprocessing 

(1) First, the Chinese description data must be segmented. Unlike English words, Chinese words are not distin-

guished by spaces. In Chinese sentences, there are no obvious boundaries between words. If the Chinese corpus 

is not processed and the word-based data is directly processed, the effect of the experiment will be greatly re-

duced. Therefore, we need to complete the task of Chinese word segmentation. 

(2) Filtering low-frequency words is relatively simple. Filtering refers to counting the number of occurrences of 

each word and then deleting words with frequencies that are too low. 

(3) It is necessary to pad sentences of different lengths to the same length during training. 

The poetry data used are from more than 50,000 Tang poems collected by Chinese poetry enthusiasts on GitHub [9]. 

We first deal with the data in the simplified Chinese context  and then truncate or complete the data of each poem so that 

they have the same length and can be processed to the same length. 

3.2 Training 

In the image-to-Chinese description module, we use cross-entropy loss as our error function. We used the Adam optimi-

zation algorithm to optimize our error function during training. We use a learning rate of 1e−3. After we finish training, 

we use this module to convert the picture to a Chinese text description. To avoid falling into a local optimum, this article 

uses the dynamic method of beam search. 

In the poetry generation module, because of the classification problem, we can use the cross-entropy loss as the error 

function. However, in the language model, we usually use a relatively new indicator to evaluate the result. This indicator 

is called perplexity, and it can be simplified as an exponent for cross entropy; the range is [1, +∞], and the smaller the 

value, the better. The model optimization algorithm uses the Adam optimization algorithm, and the learning rate is 1e−3. 

We continually input the text in the dataset into the network and circulate recursively so that the LSTM network we want 

to use is well converged and ready to generate the poetry we want. 

3.3 Evaluation 

Evaluation Metrics. It is not easy to accurately evaluate a work of art, especially when evaluating traditional poetry; 

furthermore, mathematical tools cannot be easily used to evaluate art. Many studies have shown that evaluation indicators 

applied to image annotation, such as BLEU [10] and METERO [11], cannot effectively evaluate the quality of poetry 

automatically generated by a machine [12]. Therefore, this article refers to the manual evaluation method used by Baidu 

in 2016 [1]. The specific standards are shown in Table 1. 

Table 1. Evaluation standards of human judgement [1]. 

Dimension Explanation 

Coherency Is the poem coherent across lines? 

Fluency Does the poem read smoothly and fluently? 

Meaning Does the poem have a certain meaning and artistic 

conception? 
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(Source: 2016 COLIN Conference Papers (Chinese Poetry Generation with Planning-based Neural Network) [1]) 

Specifically, 20 generated poems are selected following the standards and evaluated in terms of coherency, fluency, 

and meaning. The indicators for each dimension are manually evaluated by five people, and an integer score of 1 to 5 

points is given. Then, the scores of the five people are averaged to obtain the scores of each poem in each dimension, and 

finally, the scores of the 20 poems are averaged to obtain the dimension score of the generation method. The calculation 

process is as shown in equation (7): 

 𝑠�̅� =
1

𝑛
∑

∑ 𝑠𝑖𝑚
𝑚
1

𝑚

𝑛
1                                                                              (7) 

𝑛 represents the number of poems that need to be evaluated. According to the Baidu paper, the default value is 20. 𝑚 

stands for the number of people who participate in the scoring. According to the regulations, the default value is 5. 𝑖 
represents the dimension indicator that needs to be scored, 𝑠𝑖𝑚 represents the score of each person in each indicator di-

mension as an integer from 1 to 5. 𝑠�̅� represents the final score of the generation method in the indicator dimension. 

In this paper, to further evaluate the quality of poetry generated by CharNIC in the implementation with image feature 

poetry generation, a new evaluation method is used after referring to the above performance evaluation criteria. The 

method also uses manual evaluation to evaluate the quality of the generated poems. Poetry is generated in a pair: a poem 

is generated by one of the combined image features (without five-character poems and seven-character poems) and is 

compared to an original historical poem. These poems are shared with five people. If the identified difference is correct, 

one point is obtained. If no difference is detected, then 0 points are obtained. The result requires an average, denoting the 

degree of acceptance of the machine-generated poetry. If the scores are worse than this average, it means that the quality 

of the machine-generated poetry is high, i.e., we cannot determine the "author" of the poetry. A total of 20 pairs of poems 

for comparison were used in this paper. Table 2 shows this evaluation index. 

Table 2. Evaluation standards of a pair of ancient poems. 

correct judgment incorrect judgment 

1 0 

Results. As shown in Fig. 8, in the naming scheme, there are three parameter variables, N, M, and L. N represents the 

number of layers of the LSTM in our generated module (either 1 layer or 2 layers); M represents the method with which 

the LSTM generates poetry (1: keyword sequences and pregeneration sequences are used to generate poems; or 2: only 

pregeneration sequences are used to generate poems); and L represents the way in which pregeneration sequences are 

generated (c: cycle, the pregeneration sequence is "loop-generated" by the combination of the noun sequence and the verb 

sequence; or rc: regular cycle, the pregeneration sequence is a combination of the noun sequence and the verb sequence 

using a certain regularity and then "looping"). For example, Char1NIC2-c means that the generation module uses a single 

layer of LSTM, using only the pregeneration sequence to generate our poems, and the pregeneration sequence is "loop-

generated" by the combination of noun sequences and verb sequences; for Char2NIC1-rc, the generation module uses 

two layers of LSTM, using keyword sequences and pregeneration sequences to generate our poems, and the pregeneration 

sequence is a combination of noun sequences and verb sequences using a certain pattern, "circular generation". To facil-

itate the discussion of the experimental results, this naming scheme is used to distinguish the methods used. 

 

Fig. 8. Naming rules. 

This paper uses three traditional methods to compare the generation methods of our generated poetry. In addition, the 

proposed CharNIC generation method is also compared and discussed according to the number of layers of LSTM, the 

method of pregeneration sequence selection, and the way in which LSTM generates poetry. Each value in the table is the 

result of scoring 20 poems generated by 5 individuals according to the evaluation standards. 

From the statistical analysis and collation of the scoring results, the results of the assessment are shown in Table 3. In 

Table 3, SMT, RNNLM, and RNNPG in the first column represent an automatic poetry generation method based on 

Char N NIC M - L
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statistical machine translation, a generation method based on a cyclic neural network language model, and an ancient 

poetry generator based on a cyclic neural network. Char1NIC-1c is a cyclic neural network generation method that uses 

keyword sequences generated by image features and "loop-generated" pregenerated sequences, while Char1NIC-2c is a 

cyclic neural network generation method in which we use only pregenerated sequences generated by image features. For 

Char2NIC-1c, the poetry generation network uses two layers of LSTM and uses keyword sequences and "loop generation" 

pregeneration sequences. Char1NIC-1rc uses regular "loop generation" to generate pregeneration sequences, unlike 

Char1NIC-1c. Each column of the table evaluates the quality of the five-character poems and seven-character poems of 

each generation method in terms of coherency, fluency, and meaning. At the end of Table 3, the evaluation values of the 

three indicators were averaged. The results in Table 3 suggest the following conclusions: 

Table 3. Human evaluation results. 

Method 
Coherency Fluency Meaning Average 

5-char 7-char 5-char 7-char 5-char 7-char 5-char 7-char 

SMT 3.46 3.63 3.63 3.72 3.60 3.56 3.56 3.64 

RNNLM 3.73 3.75 3.81 3.82 3.68 3.76 3.74 3.78 

RNNPG 3.90 3.86 4.06 4.02 3.94 3.92 3.97 3.93 

Char1NIC-1c 3.81 3.77 3.81 3.90 3.80 3.77 3.81 3.81 

Char1NIC-2c 3.77 3.78 3.80 3.91 3.79 3.79 3.79 3.83 

Char2NIC-1c 3.88 3.85 3.96 3.96 3.94 3.93 3.93 3.91 

Char2NIC-2c 3.84 3.83 3.92 3.94 3.92 3.90 3.89 3.89 

Char1NIC-1rc 3.86 3.77 4.00 3.98 3.96 3.88 3.94 3.88 

Char1NIC-2rc 3.85 3.78 3.90 3.98 3.87 3.90 3.87 3.89 

Char2NIC-1rc 3.92 3.86 4.02 4.06 4.02 3.98 3.99 3.97 

Char2NIC-2rc 3.94 3.85 4.04 4.05 3.98 3.92 3.99 3.94 

(1) The recurrent neural network generation method of the limited sequence generated by the image features we 

designed achieved good evaluation results. Although the method of RNNPG has the same performance in terms 

of the continuity of the seven-character poetry and the fluency of the five-character poetry, the generation method 

proposed in this paper is superior in the three dimensions of consistency, fluency, and meaning and in the final 

average. Compared with the results of traditional methods, Char2NIC-1rc and Char2NIC-2rc have extremely 

high evaluation values for many indicators and are among the best in the final total average, which fully demon-

strates the effectiveness of our generation method. 

(2) In our proposed generation method, there are three influencing factors: the number of layers of LSTM in the 

generation module, the generation method of the pregeneration sequence, and the way in which LSTM generates 

poetry. These influencing factors are also reflected in Table 3. First, the generation module is more likely to 

achieve good results using two layers of LSTM. In terms of various indicators, the Char2NIC series is much 

better than the Char1NIC series, which proves that the generalizability of the two-layer network is better for the 

problem studied in this paper. Then, the pregeneration sequence generated according to the regular loop can 

result in better generating effects than the pregeneration sequence generated by the normal loop. The CharNIC-

rc series results are more striking than those of the CharNIC-c series. Finally, although the experimental results 

of the keyword sequence and the pregeneration sequence are almost the same as those of the pregeneration 

sequence alone, the keyword sequence can be used to improve the result, especially in the generation of the 

seven-character poem. Due to the use of keyword training, the CharNIC1 series slightly outperformed the Char-

NIC2 series in terms of meaning. However, the CharNIC1 series had weaker coherency and fluency among the 

generated poetry, resulting in the final average evaluation of the two series being almost the same. This is also 

shown in Figs. 9 and 10. 
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Fig. 9. Results of 5-char. 

 

Fig. 10. Results of 7-char. 

(3) In the horizontal direction, the quality of the seven-character poems generated by our model is lower than the 

quality of the five-character poems, indicating that the model is better at generating five-character poems. After 

all, the connotation of seven-character poems is richer than that of five-character poem, and the model cannot 

easy grasp the actual relationships among the words. 

The results of the classification of poetry pairs using Char2NIC-2rc are shown in Table 4. The results of the classifi-

cation of poetry pairs using Char2NIC-1rc are shown in Table 5. We combine each poem generated with image features 

with an original historical poem, and there are 20 pairs of such poems. These poems are then evaluated by five people. 

Table 4. Char2NIC-2rc result of pairs of ancient poetry. 

correct judgment incorrect judgment 

0.57 0.43 

Table 5. Char2NIC-1rc result of pairs of ancient poetry. 

correct judgment incorrect judgment 

0.59 0.41 

According to the statistical results in Table 4 and Fig. 11, we can estimate that the probability of identifying the ancient 

poem generated by the Char2NIC-2rc generation method is 57%, and the probability of misidentification is 43%. Accord-

ing to Table 5 and the statistical results of Fig. 12, we can estimate that the probability of identifying the ancient poem 

generated by the Char2NIC-1rc generation method is 59%, and the probability of misidentification is 41%. The results of 
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the two methods did not reach the 60% pass rate, i.e., nearly half of all average people may not recognize that the author 

of the poem is a machine, which also proves that our production method of "created" poetry is similar to that of poetry 

created by real poets. This result also further demonstrates the effectiveness of our method of generating poetry in com-

bination with image features. In addition, the results show that Char2NIC-2rc produces a higher degree of ancient poetry 

misidentification than Char2NIC-1rc. It is speculated that this acceptance is closely related to the fluency of the machine-

generated ancient poems. 

Based on the above experimental results, the poetry generation methods combined with image features used in this 

paper, especially Char2NIC-1rc, a two-layer cyclic neural network using the keyword sequence and the "regular loop 

generation" pregeneration sequence, and Char2NIC-2rc, a two-layered cyclic neural network that cyclically generates a 

pregeneration sequence, obtained more effective evaluation results than the traditional method and produced poetry that 

is nearly equivalent to that of humans. This result also implies that this method can successfully execute multimodal 

processing for image conversion into ancient Chinese poetry. 

 

Fig. 11. Char2NIC-2rc result of pairs of ancient poetry. 

 

Fig. 12. Char2NIC-1rc result of pairs of ancient poetry. 

4 Conclusion and Future Work 

To better solve the problem of poetry generation in the field of natural language, this paper proposes a method of poetry 

generation combined with images. This proposed method better fulfills the task of poetry generation in the form of inte-

grated innovation. At the same time, we use the manual evaluation method to evaluate the CharNIC poetry generation 

method and compare it with the traditional generation methods SMT, RNNLM and RNNPG to show that CharNIC 

achieves excellent results in terms of consistency, fluency and meaning. The traditional method achieved certain results. 

In addition, we found through the experiments that the quality of poetry generation is greatly influenced by the number 

of layers of LSTM and the method of creating pregeneration sequences in the generation module and that the seven-

character poems are greatly influenced by the way in which LSTM generates poetry. Our method makes machine-gener-

ated poetry that more closely adheres to a theme and is more aligned with keywords, providing a good creative model for 

poetry creation and greatly reducing the creative time required by writers. The discriminant results of the poetry pairs 

also suggest that we can combine images to generate Chinese ancient poems to better carry out the task of text generation. 

Result of pairs of ancient poetry

correct judgment incorrect judgment

Result of pairs of ancient poetry

correct judgment incorrect judgment
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However, due to the limitations of working hours and experimental conditions, there are still some areas for improve-

ment, which are mainly reflected in the following: 

(1) This thesis is based on the description of image features, the generation of qualified sequences and the generation 

of poems based on defined sequences. However, certain pictures cannot be used unless they are in the corre-

sponding poetry dataset. In addition, the task of generating poetry is asymmetrical in terms of scene and expres-

sion, and so this method cannot achieve "end-to-end" realization. We hope to obtain a more suitable dataset for 

training. 

(2) In the module based on the description of image features, we can train the feature extraction network and the 

generator network and utilize model fusion in the feature extraction network. In addition, we can improve the 

training process by describing the focusing mechanism of poetry generation. 

(3) The steps involved in the word vector can be initialized with pregenerated word vectors, such as BERT and 

GPT2, so that the convergence speed can be improved. 
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